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What are Microstats? 
 

 Specific event types used to analyze the game at a         

microscopic level. 

 

 Corsi, Fenwick and +/- are macroscopic. 

 

 Paradigm shift! Why? or how? instead of what? 

 

 Example: offensive zone entries. 



The Tracking Project 
 

 Why not record all blue line events? 

 

 New possibilities: Zone time, TOA per entry, rate of shots in 

offensive/defensive zone, etc. 

 

 400-500 5v5 events per game.  



The Stats 

View table 

https://public.tableausoftware.com/shared/3K5JMZGJ6?:display_count=no


More Stats 



Examples 
 The Curious Case of Cody Ceci: 

 Stats and observations often disagree! 

 Second-worst 5v5 CF% among D (50.9%). 

 Zone entries project 50.5% (WZER). 

 Team-worst at allowing controlled entries against. 

 

 The Energy Line 

 Out-possessed, out-chanced, out-scored while on the ice. 

 Only regular forwards with higher control rate on entries against 

than entries for while on the ice. 

 Complete inability to generate controlled zone entries. 

 

 

 



But Wait, There’s More! 
 

 Applications of blue line data go beyond zone time. 

 

 Shot density: rate of shot attempts per unit of zone time. 

 

 We can exclude “empty” zone time. 

 

 Consider shot suppression… 



Jen’s Breakdown 
 

 Shot suppression is 

multi-faceted. 

 

 We can use blue line 

data to break up shot 

suppression into 

categories. 

 

 Shot density & ZT/20. 

 Source: Jen Lute Costella (@RegressedPDO) 







 Roughly half of the variation in players’ in-zone shot densities 

can be explained by variation in their control rates! 

 

 This is an unintuitive finding. How much can events occurring 

outside of the zone inform what happens inside the zone? 



Other Applications 
 

 Zone Transition Times. 

 

 A better definition for rush shots, scoring chances. 

 

 Investigating special teams. 

 

 Storytelling potential – Bridge the gap between nerds and 

game-watchers. 



Between The Lines 
 

 Proposition: A collaborative league-wide tracking project for 

the 2015-2016 season. 

 

 First step: Volunteers! 

 

 Interested? Contact me: 

 emmanuel.perry@hotmail.com 

 @MannyElk 
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